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INTRODUCTION 
. We all tend to evaluate the performance of others, cons-
ciously or unconsciously, formally or informally. Supervisors 
and teachers, and others in the position of assigning some sort 
of quantitative or qualitative value to performance, are faced 
with the very real task of identifying more or less justifiable 
reasons for those valuations. To the degree that these valua-
tions ~ justifiable, they are said to be objective and hence 
are free from personal bias, are realistic, and would be con-
sistent. 
The making of such value judgments, generally referred to 
as performance appraisal, is no idle exercise. Decisions based 
on job performance affect both organizations and individuals. 
The following examples should serve to illustrate this point. 
Performance appraisal data serves as criteria in valid-
ating selection and placement decisions. Such data are often 
more pertinent to a given situation than are measures of pro-
ductivity, labor turnover, and the like. 
For the individual, performance appraisal can and often 
does provide essential feedback as to strengths and weaknesses 
in performance. This is true whether the task at hand is 
learning of subject matter or applying it on the job. Goal 
setting, with its accompanying cow~itment, is useless unless 
some sort of periodic appraisal system is utilized for update 
and revision, as well as feedback. This feedback can be illum-
inating to the person who is directing the learning, for revision 
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or development of future training programs. Further, performance 
appraisal can serve as a needs analysis technique for purposes of 
professional development or continuing education considerations. 
A promotion is customarily based on demonstrated capacity to 
perform, as evidenced by current and past performance appraisals. 
A raise in salary, and possibly the amount of the raise, is re-
lated to job performance as evaluated by a supervisor, if the 
organization has an operating "merit system." (The reverse of 
this, or termination of employment, may require documentation of 
failure to perform in order to be legal.) 
Performance app~aisal theory, application and techniques 
have been discussed at length (Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, and 
Weick, 1970; Cummings and Schwab, 1973). 
Performance appraisal is a necessity in present day dietet-
ics education. There is a marked trend toward observable evalu-
ation methods. This trend bears a strong resemblance to the so-
called Competency Based Education (CBE) or Performance Based Edu-
cation (PBE) which has been much discussed and generally accepted 
by educators and by measurement and evaluation proponents. 
The American Dietetics Association (ADA) has encouraged the 
use of such competencies, behavioral objectives, and observable 
evaluation techniques. In undergraduate coursework, these pro-
cedures are perhaps more refined than those used during an intern-
ship or traineeship,1 where evaluation of performance is more 
1 
An internship or traineeship is a post-baccalaureate period of 
on-the-job structured experiences which constitutes approximately 
12 months, and is the predominant route to membership in the ADA. 
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customarily accomplished through the use of some standard perform-
ance form, administered periodically as the student progresses 
through the program. These ratings are used as a basis for decid-
ing lvhether the student has successfully acquired each unit of ex-
pertise as suggested for the entry-level dietitian (American 
Dietetic Association, 1974). 
It is questionable whether or not these forms are able to 
supply reliable and valid information for such important and far-
reaching decisions. Most performance .appraisal formats tend to 
utilize other than competency based or directly observable char-
acteristics. Behavio~ally anchored rating scales, first develop-
ed by Smith and Kendall (1963) have generally been regarded as a 
major step toward more psychometrically sound rating scales, and 
they are constructed from observed behaviors. Further, Smith and 
Kendall (1963) listed several reasons why they felt that behavior-
ally anchored scales offered distinct advantages to the user, such 
as 1) the scales utilized the terminology and "expressions" of the 
people who would use them; 2) the dimension definit"ions and behav-
ioral anchors both served to define the kinds of behavior the scale 
was to measure; and 3) experienced observers reported actual job 
behaviors to be used instead of global traits which require a 
rater to "guess" what is meant. 
In view of the apparent advantages which might be obtained 
with behaviorally anchored rating scales, and in order to provide 
a much needed instrument for the evaluation of dietetic trainees 
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in the }1innesota Modular Dietetic Traineeships, 2 it was decided 
to develop behaviorally anchored scales for dietitians using the 
inputs of the dietitians involved in the Minnesota Modular Diet-
etic Traineeship program. 
This paper is the report and analysis of the results. 
2The Minnesota Modular Dietetic Traineeship is a cooperative 
effort by the University of Minnesota Department of Food Science 
and Nutrition and participating Minnesota hospitals to provide 
the necessary training and experience required by the ADA. 
Approximately 30 dietitians and 15 trainees from 8 hospitals 
participated in the pilot year. 
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SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
Behaviorally anchored rating scales ,.,ere developed by Smith 
and Kendall (1963) based on the collection of critical incidents 
as first suggested by Flanagan (1949). The Smith and Kendall pro-
cedures were iterative in nature, the various groups modifying and 
adding to the work already done by previous groups. Basically, 
their procedures were as follows: 
1. Several groups of subjects familiar with the job in 
question (in this case, nurses) were asked to list qualities 
or characteristics to be evaluated. 
2. The subjects next submitted examples of behavior (crit-
ical incidents) in each quality or dimension. The behavior-
al examples were then edited from an observed critical in-
cident into a "could be expected to" format. The edited 
examples become inferences or predictions from observations 
of behaviors. 
3. Subjects were presented with the total list of expec-
tancy behaviors, and each subject independently assigned 
the behaviors into the quality or dimension where it best 
seemed to fit. Examples were eliminated if there was not 
clear modal agreement between the subjects as to the dimen-
sion which each example described. This was called the 
"retranslation" step. 
4. Subjects were next asked to rank those surviving behav-
iors on a contin~um of 0.0 (low effectiveness) to 2.0 (high-
ly effective behavior). Examples were eliminated if the 
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dispersions of the judgments were large, or if the distrib-
ution was multimodal. 
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Several of the original dimensions and many behaviors were 
eliminated by the retranslation and ranking procedures. Smith and 
Kendall (1963) reported very high intercorrelations between judg-
ments made by the different groups, ranging from .972 to .995. In 
other words, the subjects showed excellent agreement in assigning 
behaviors to dimensions and in ranking the relative effectiveness 
of the behaviors in each dimension. 
The scales had not been operationally tested, nor had they 
been used and compared to existing formats for performance apprais-
al. However, the mathod and reasoning put forth by Smith and Ken-
dall (1963) was well received. 
Zedeck and Baker (1972) used the scales developed by Smith 
and Kendall (1963) in a study wherein two levels of nursing super-
visors evaluated staff registered nurses and the data were subject-
ed to a multitrait-multirater analysis. Zedeck and Baker (1972) 
found moderate convergent validity, but little or no discriminate 
validity. In other words, the correlations among raters on a 
given dimension were moderately high, but the correlations betl-Teen 
the dimensions themselves were generally higher, indicating a 
lack of independence between the dimensions. The authors inter-
preted these results as casting doubt on the construct validity 
of the perfo~~ance dimensions, and suggested that perhaps the 
raters in their present study attached importance to dimensions 
other than those listed by the nurses in the original Smith and 
Kendall study. Zedeck and Baker (1972) further speculated that 
behaviorally anchored scales may not be appropriate for more than 
one group of raters, or may be significantly affected by such 
things as tenure of the rater or opportunity to observe the ratee 
(which is undoubtedly affected by supervisory level). 
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In order to help overcome these problems, Zedeck and Baker 
(1972) suggested that additional critical incidents be collected 
by the rater ~.;rhich are specific to the present ratee. The incid-
ents could be ranked using the already present behavioral anchors 
as a guide, and a summary ranking be assigned the ratee on the 
basis of these additional incidents. The authors admit that this 
summary rating might serve to dictate the type of documentations, 
and hence in effect limit the completeness of the description of a 
given ratee's behavior. 
The problems uncovered by Zed"eck and Baker (1972) have con-
tinued to plague researchers. Borman and Vallon (1974) also used 
Smith and Kendall's (1963) scales in a similarly constructed study, 
but which attempted to control for observational opportunity. 
These authors compared the Smith and Kendall (1963) scales to a 
"numerically anchored" format using the dimension names and defin-
itions of the Smith and Kendall (1963) scales but without the be-
havioral anchors. They used an analysis of variance procedure to 
examine interrater reliability of ratings, mean level of ratings, 
standard deviation of ratings, dimension intercorrelation or "halo," 
and a confidence level which was an estimate from one (low) to 
nine (high) made by the rater according to hm.;r sure each felt 
about each evaluation made. 
Borman and Vallon (1974) found that although mean interrater 
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reliability was higher for the behaviorally anchored scales the 
difference was not significant. The dimension intercorrelations 
were virtually equivalent for the two formats. In terms of means 
and standard deviation, the simpler scale tended to show less 
leniency error. Raters indicated a slightly higher level of con-
fidence when using the behaviorally anchored scales. 
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The remainder of the studies which are reviewed developed 
their own scales using modifications of Smith and Kendall's (1963) 
procedure. 
Folgi, Hulin and Blood (1971) developed behaviorally anchored 
scales for grocery store check-out personnel. Their critical in-
cidents were collected by interview rather than group discussion, 
and retranslation and ranking was done via mail in an effort to 
reduce the time requirements of the subjects. They report high 
(above .97) interrater reliabilities for scale items, but the 
scales were not othertvise analyzed. 
Landy and Guion (1970) developed scales to measure work mot-
ivation (rather than job performance) of engineers. The authors 
did modify the ranking procedure of Smith and Kendall (1963) by 
providing one high and one lo\v anchor for each dimension, and 
subjects were asked to rank all other behaviors relative to those 
anchors. The authors felt that this modification served to allev-
iate the problems of "mid-range gap" which often seems to occur 
because behavioral incidents tend to report either very effective 
or very ineffective behavior. Landy and Guion (1970) factor 
analyzed their retranslated incidents and found that the seven 
9 
dimensions could be accounted for by four factors, but it appears 
they did not change the dimensions accordingly. Although this 
appears to be an interesting finding, other studies have not re-
ported similar analysis. Interrater reliabilities for the scales 
were described by the authors as "adequate rather than gratifying." 
The early studies reporting on the development of behavior-
ally anchored scales (Smith and Kendall, 1963; Folgi, et al, 1971; 
Landy and Guion, 1970) did not test them "in the real world" nor 
compare them to scales using a different format. Reports of scale 
reliabilities, then, were merely intercorrelations of subjects' 
judgments on the ranking procedure. Zedeck and Baker (1972) and 
Borman and Vallon (1974) both question the utility of such relia-
bilities, since the procedure itself serves to eliminate the 
causes of low reliability, e.g., large standard deviations or a 
limited range in the anchor means. 
Harari and Zedeck (1973) developed behaviorally anchored 
scales for the evaluation of the teaching of university psychology 
professors. They used completely independent groups of students 
to 1) identify and define the dimensions and generate critical 
incidents,2) retranslate the incidents, and 3) rank each incident 
in the dimensions after retranslation. They felt that such a se-
quence with new subjects at each step would lead to more general-
izable scales. 
Harari and Zedeck (1973) discuss in some detail the problem 
of collecting and maintaining incidents for the mid-range of be-
haviorally anchored scales. They suggest that instructions to 
subjects should perhaps downplay the midpoint and simply be for 
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behaviors ranging from good to bad. They caution: 
"Emphasis on critical incidents may preclude the opportunity 
for noncritical, mediocre examples." 
Harari and Zedeck, 1973, p. 263 
These same authors saw in their finished scales an intrinsic com-
ponent (knowledge, delivery, inspiration, etc.) and an extrinsic 
component (testing, work load assigned, etc.). · They further in-
dicate that perhaps not all kinds of faculty should possess the 
same characteristics. In other words, psychology teachers may 
need to behave differently than art teachers. 
A variant in the Smith and Kendall (1963) methodology was 
used by Campbell, Dunnette, Arvey, and Hellervik (1973) to develop 
scales for department store managers. Instead of identifying the 
performance dimensions first, Campbell, et al (1973) collected 
critical incidents after a brief discussion with their groups 
concerning performance appraisal and the critical incidents tech-
nique. The incidents were "cluster analyzed" by the authors, who 
then wrote brief tentative descriptions for each of what appeared 
to be homogenous clusters of behaviors. This information was 
given back to the subjects, who revised and further defined them, 
eliminating some categories or dimensions and adding others. The 
retranslation and ranking procedures were then carried out. 
For purposes of comparison with the behaviorally anchored 
scales, Campbell, et al (1973) developed what they called "sum-
mated scales" by using the dimensions of the behaviorally anchored 
scales and the highly effective behavioral statements from each 
dimension in a 4-point Likert-type scale. The ratee was judged 
to exhibit these behaviors from very rarely (1) to almost ah1ays (4). 
I 
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Campbell, et al (1973) concluded that the behaviorally anchor-
ed scales reduced leniency and halo error and showed greater con-
vergent and discriminate validity than the summated scales. 
Whether dimensions should be identified first, a la Smith 
and Kendall (1963), or after the writing of critical incidents, as 
reasoned by Campbell, et al (1973), or whether this makes any dif-
ference, still awaits further empirical results. 
~~o relatively similar studies compared behaviorally anchored 
scales with other formats (Burnaska and Hollmann, 1974; Groner, 
1974) and used an analysis of variance technique to examine vari-
ance due to: Raters, Ratees, Raters x Ratees, Categories, Raters 
x Categories, Ratees x Categories~ and Raters x Ratees x Categories. 
After a discussion of what constituted the different kinds of 
variance using this type of analysis, both Burnaska and Hollman 
(1974) and Groner (1974) concluded that the desirable sources of 
variance when analyzing performance appraisal scales were Ratee 
main effect and the Ratee x Category interaction, because: 
"They provide information as to how the ratees differ, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively, and this is the purpose 
of all rating scale procedures. Any other sources of vari-
ance contribute response style errors of one type or another." 
Burnaska and Hollmann (1974) p.308 
Groner (1974) developed behaviorally anchored scales for 
the evaluation of college job recruiters. The procedure was simi-
lar to Campbell, et al (1972). For comparison, Groner (1974) 
developed a Checklist, utilizing the dimensions of the behaviorally 
anchored scales and including short behavioral statements selected 
from the dirnensions,which were assigned a "strongly agree" (7) to 
"strongly disagree" (1) rating. The third comparison format 
which Groner (1974) developed was an Adjectivally anchored 
scale \vhich also utilized the same dimensions originally identi-
fied, but w·hich called for a judgment of "poorest possible, 11 
"poor," "slightly below· average," "fair or average," "slightly 
above average," "good" or "excellent" within each dimension. 
Groner (1974) concluded that behaviorally anchored scales 
contained considerably more variance due to Ratee main effect 
and Ratee x Category interaction than the other formats used. 
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Burnaska and Hollman (1974) developed behaviorally anchored 
scales for the evaluation of classroom teaching of college pro-
fessors. The procedure was similar to Campbell, et al (1973). 
These scales were called Format 1. Format 2 used the same dimen-
sions and scales of Format 1, but without the behavioral anchors. 
Format 3 utilized categories selected by the authors from research 
work on teaching effectiveness. 
These authors found that all formats contained some response 
bias, e. g. leniency and halo. They felt, however, that the be-
haviorally anchored scales reduced leniency somewhat and increas-
ed ratee variance to a degree. They could not say that any of 
the formats showed superiority over the others. 
Burnaska and Hollmann (1974) suggest an intriguing thought: 
that independent scales for several dimensions of job performance 
may be unrealistic. Work motivation itself may cause a correla-
tion between behaviors on a variety of performance dimensions. 
If this is true, then an overall good performance probably could 
not be distinguished from response bias on any rating scale. 
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Summary 
The original Smith and Kendall (1963) methodology has been 
variously modified to develop behaviorally anchored scales. Some · 
studies identified the dimensions first and then collected the 
critical incidents, whereas others reversed these steps. Optimal 
sequencing has not been definitively established. 
Generally, most studies utilized different groups for the 
succeeding steps of development, although this was not always the 
case, and appeared to be determined as much by availability of 
willing subjects as by design. The possible exception to this is 
Harari and Zedeck (1973) who felt that independent groups would 
lead to more generalizable scales. 
Although interrater judgments generally are highly correl-
ated, this has been suggested to be an artifact of the procedure 
and hence to say little in support of the superiority of behav-
iorally anchored scales. 
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The following chart shows the percentage agreement on retrans-
lation and the standard deviations of rankings that were utilized 
by the authors reviewed who did scale development. 
Author % Agreement of Subjects S.D. 
(at least) (not more than) 
Smith and Kendall (1963) modal 1.5 
Landy and Guion (1970) 69% .4* 
Folgi, et al (1971) 50-60% 1.5 
Campbell, et al (1973) 78% 1. 75 
Harari and Zedeck (1973) 60% 1.5 
Burnaska and Hollmann (1974) 65% not reported 
Groner (1974) 66% 2.0 
*In subsequent trials, this decreased to .26 with the use of high 
and low anchors as guidelines. This study appeared to have 
limited numbers of incidents per dimension to be ranked, i.e., 
ten or less. 
Multiple correlation techniques have suggested convergent 
validity, but not always discriminate validity for behaviorally 
anchored scale formats. This has led to the suggestion that per-
formance dimensions may not be truly independent, but might all 
contain some generalized factor of motivation. 
Analysis of variance techniques appear to be a promising pro-
cedure for identifying type and source of differences in rating. 
The desirable variance, e.g., Ratee main effect and Ratee x Cat-
egory interaction, appears to increase some'tvhat tvith the behavior-
ally anchored format, although the scales still seem to contain 
some rater response bias. Results have tended to be inconclusive. 
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Only Smith and Kendall (1963) have spoken about the learning 
which accrues to those who develop behaviorally anchored scales. 
Perhaps this factor is being buried in the psychometric dust, but 
for the present study, nmv to be reported, it appeared to be a 
significant, although subjective, result. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCALES 
The Hinnesota Nodular Dietetic Traineeships were located 
primarily in the Twin Cities and St. Cloud areas during the pilot 
year. About 15 dietitians from each area agreed to participate 
in the development of the appraisal instrument. All specialties 
within dietetics were represented, including administration, 
patient services, education, and community nutrition. Subjects 
included dietitians with varying degrees of tenure, ranging from 
one year to over 20 years as a practicing dietitian. Several 
subjects had practiced in more than one specialty area during their 
careers. 
The methodology employed wa~ that of Campbell, et al (1972) 
with minor variations included near the end of the development. 
The work progressed as follows: 
STEP I 
During a planning meeting for the development of the Minne-
sota :Hodular Dietetic Traineeship in the St. Cloud area, the auth-
or presented a brief discussion of performance appraisal and des-
cribed the critical incident technique. The dietitians were re-
quested to write at least 3 effective and 3 ineffective critical 
incidents of dietetic performance. 
This procedure ~~as repeated at a planning meeting of the 
}Iinnesota Modular Dietetic Traineeships in the Twin Cities area. 
Approximately 125 critical incidents were initially generated by 
the two groups. 
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STEP II 
The author qualitatively clustered the incidents into what 
appeared to be homogeneous categories and wrote tentative des-
criptions of each. 
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At this point it was noted that some of the dimension clus-
ters contained _predominately effective.behaviors, while others 
contained predominately very ineffective behaviors. There also 
appeared to be a marked tendency for the majority of the critical 
incidents in a given dimension to refer to either administrative 
dietetics behavior or patient services behavior. 
In an attempt to investigate whether either of these pheno-
mena might be of significance for scale development, the author 
enlisted the aid of two university colleagues for some additional 
types of clustering of the incidents. 
Working independently, the author and the colleagues first 
attempted to stratify the incidents into positive and negative 
groups, with qualitative sub-clusters of each. Analysis of these 
efforts showed that within each stratification of positive and 
negative, there appeared to be much duplication of the qualitative 
sub-clusters. In other words, the same kinds of behaviors seemed 
to appear both places, whether it had been reported in terms of 
effective or ineffective behaviors. Because of this apparent 
overlap, the positive-negative stratification was abandoned. 
Another attempt was made to stratify the incidents into ad-
ministrative and patient services groups, with qualitative sub-
clusters of each. This effort also proved to be futile, since 
about one-third of the pool of incidents could be assigned to 
I 
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either or both of the administrative or patient services groupings. 
Again, because of apparent overlap, the administrative-patient 
services stratification was abandoned. 
It was therefore decided to proceed using only the qualitative 
clusters without any stratification. Some possible ramifications 
of this decision are discussed in some detail in the Procedural 
Summary. 
STEP III 
The resulting 9 tentative categories with their definitions 
were discussed with the St. Cloud area dietitians. The discussion 
covered: 1) whether the tentative categories were important for 
the evaluation of a dietitian's performance, 2) whether all the 
aspects of a dietitian's job were represented, 3) whether the 
categories were truly independent or perhaps should be· combined 
in some fashion, and 4) whether the evaluation of student progress 
in a traineeship could or should be attempted by comparison with 
behaviors of practicing dietitians as reflected in the critical 
incidents. Extensive changes were made in the definitions of the 
tentative categories, but all were retained and none were combin-
ed or added. 
A great deal of the discussion dealt with the philosophical 
considerations of 4)- evaluating trainees using behaviors of 
dietitians. It was the consensus of the group that with univer-
sity course work completed, a trainee appropriately could be eval-
uated in terms of the behaviors of practicing dietitians. The 
responsibilities wo~ld perhaps be less and the supervision closer, 
but the goals of the trainee would be to approach as closely as 
19 
possible the effective performance of dietitians, and the train-
ee's progress through the traineeship could be measured on perform-
ance scales which reflected this attainment, or lack of it. 
Utilizing the revised categories of the St. Cloud group, the 
discussion step was repeated with the Twin Cities area dietitians. 
This group dropped one category, combined two categories, and 
added two new categories, making a total of 10 dimensions. The 
definitions were expanded somewhat. This group also discussed 
the evaluation of trainees using critical incidents of practicing 
dietitians, and their conclusions were identical to those of the 
St. Cloud area dietitians. 
STEP IV 
The behavioral incidents were edited by the author to shorten 
and to put into the expectancy format. The ten dimensions were 
edited to smooth, but the language and content were retained. 
STEP V 
The retranslation procedure was then carried out by both 
groups. Each dietitian, working independently, was asked to 
assign each incident to one of the ten dimensions, whichever it 
seemed to best represent. At the same time, the incident was to 
be ranked according to its effectiveness or ineffectiveness on a 
9-point continuum. The incidents were presented randomly. In 
addition, the page order of the incidents was randomized to 
attempt to control for fatigue and/or experience factors. The 
continuum and the retranslation and ranking sheets are given in 
Appendix A. 
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Prior to the retranslation and ranking steps, but at the 
same meeting, each dietitian received a copy of the 10 dimensions 
and their definitions and were asked to write as many critical 
incidents under each dimension as they could, especially incidents 
which were not extremely effective or extremely ineffective. This 
was done for two reasons: 
1) to familiarize the dietitian with the revised dimensions 
and "set the stage" for retranslation using the dimen-
sions, and 
2) to collect additional critical incidnets, especially 
for the middle range of behaviors. 
The critical incidents which were generated at this point were 
not ranked until a subsequent meeting. A copy of the dimensions 
and their definitions is also provided in Appendix A. 
The dietitians tended to find this step in the development 
procedure the most onerous and fatiguing, and freely expressed 
such opinions. They did seem, however, to value the continuity 
as they saw the scales materialize. 
STEP VI 
After the completion of the retranslation and ranking steps, 
the results were summarized and analyzed. Incidents were retained 
only if 75% (20 out of 27) of the subjects agreed on the dimension 
to which it was assigned, and if the standard deviations of the 
scale values assigned Here less than 1.75. Approximately 40% of 
the incidents were eliminated by the former standard, and approx-
imately 5% more \oTere eliminated by the latter standard. 
Subjective analysis indicated that several of the dimensions 
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might be overlapping because of a visible pattern. Certain incid-
ents were divided between two and only t"t-70 of the dimensions. By 
combining these two dimensions, these incidents attained 75% 
agreement. As a result, only 25% of the incidents were rejected. 
This combination was subsequently done for 6 of the dimen-
sions, and the definitions of the resulting dimensions were integ-
rated. Dimensions A (Ability to Translate) and I (Concern for 
Nutritional Care) became "Concern for Nutritional Care"; Dimensions 
B (Loyalty and Cooperation) and C (Interpersonal Effectiveness) 
became "Interpersonal Effectiveness"; and Dimensions E (Indepen-
dent Judgment) and F (Appropriate Aggressiveness) became "Approp-
riate Aggressiveness." 
It was noted that confusion also appeared to exist between 
Dimensions G (Acceptance of Responsibility and Follow Through) and 
H (Consistency of Standards). Upon re-reading the definitions of 
the two Dimensions, it was discovered that virtually the same 
phrase (regarding the enforcement or administration of rules, pol-
icies, and procedures) appeared at the beginning of the definition 
of both dimensions. This problem was resolved by the group during 
Step VII. 
Dimension D (Social and Professional Concern) was clearly 
retranslated, but there was major disagreement among the subjects 
as to whether these behaviors were effective or ineffective per-
formance, even though the incidents themselves just as obviously 
referred only to that dimension. The incidents in question refer-
red to the behavior of "volunteering" professional inputs to com-
munity agencies, such as low-income clinics, mental health units 
I 
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churches, etc. Some subjects felt this demonstrated effective 
performance; some felt this ineffective. Rather than drop the 
Dimension, further group inputs were sought. 
STEP VII 
Twin Cities area dietitians were requested to meet and dis-
cuss Dimension G (Acceptance of Responsibility and Follow Through) 
and Dimension H (Consistency of Standards) and the problems of 
Dimension D (Social and Professional Concern). The definitions 
of Dimensions G and H were re-written (but not combined) and the 
duplicate phrase was removed. In Dimension D, several incidents 
"t.;rere reworded to better reflect the point of view that "social 
concern," while admirable, was not job related and that a diet-
itian should not be evaluated by·a supervisor on this kind of be-
havior. Community work was redefined to be job related if and 
only if it was recognized by the employing agency as desirable 
and worthy of compensatory time, or to be done during the regular-
ly scheduled work day. The Dimension, as it now stands, is almpst 
purely oriented toward easily identified professional activities 
and continuing education. The ambiguity of "volunteering" can thus 
be relegated to the realm of personal conscience. 
The seven revised dimensions were now: 
"Concern for Nutritional Care" (a combination of "Ability to 
Translate" and "Concern for Nutritional Care") 
"Interpersonal Effectiveness" (a combination of "Loyalty and 
Cooperation" and "Interpersonal Effectiveness") 
"Appropriate Aggressiveness" (a combination of "Independent 
Judgment" and "Appropriate Aggressiveness") 
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"Acceptance of Responsibility" (revised definition) 
"Consistency of Standards" (revised definition) 
"Professional Identification" (an extensively revised 
Dimension) 
"Delegation of Responsibility" (an unchanged Dimension) 
STEP VIII 
As a result of the work done in Step VII, it appeared 
desirable to re-rank several incidents. Group inputs indic~ted 
that retranslation was not necessary. 
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All appropriately retranslated incidents, plus those incidents 
written for a specifi~ dimension in Step V, plus incidents pre-
viously rejected by virtue of large standard deviations were 
arranged randomly within their respective Dimensions with the 
revised definitions. "Delegation of Responsibility," an un-
changed Dimension, ·was not included. Thus, 6 Dimensions were 
presented to the next group for re-ranking. 
St. Cloud area dietitians were asked to independently rank 
each incident, one dimension at a time, according to the same 9-
point continuum previously used, with one exception. If they 
felt that an incident did not pertain to the dimension being 
ranked or that the incident was irrelevant, it was to be given a 
zero. If two of the subjects gave an incident a zero, it was 
eliminated from the dimension. 
STEP IX 
The means and standard deviations for the new rankings were 
calculated. These were compared with the prior rankings, where 
possible, and the two were found to be largely in agreement. 
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There appeared to be some slight tendency for the second set of 
rankings to have smaller standard deviations. 
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Selection of incidents for use as scale anchors was done at 
this point and was governed by the following considerations, and 
in this order: 
1. A complete range, both in kinds of behaviors and in mag-
nitude of effectiveness or ineffectiveness, was used. 
2. Correct rank order was maintained. 
3. \ihere more than one incident was appropriate, the one 
with the smallest standard deviation was selected. 
Means and standard deviations of the selected scale anchors are 
presented in Appendix B. The completed scales are displayed in 
their entirety in Appendix B, along with the instructions which 
accompany each set of scales. 
STEP X 
The scales were then presented to the Twin City area diet-
itians, who were asked to rank someone they felt they had obser-
ved thoroughly. This could be either a trainee or a staff diet-
itian. They were also asked to discuss their reactions to the 
scales as they attempted to use them. 
The overall reactions to the rating scales were favorable. 
The dietitians all indicated they intended to use the rating 
scales in evaluating the new· trainees who 'twuld soon be starting 
in the program. The university faculty dietitians expressed the 
intention of using the scales in teaching undergraduate dietetics 
majors, not for the purpose of assigning course grades, but as 
illustrative material. 
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'lhe dietitians expressed no difficulty in deciding ,;o~here to 
rank the individual they were evaluating. They were able to 
think of specific behaviors for their ratee, and especially liked 
the idea of placing those behaviors right on the rating scales 
rather than on the bottom of each sheet. Space may not permit 
much of this, however, but they did feel additional specific 
behaviors 'tvould benefit them in presenting the rating and also 
the ratee in understanding the reasons for a given rating. 
Perhaps the biggest factor in the discussions was the gener-
alized feeling of how much the dietitians felt they had learned 
about evaluating performance. Smith and Kendall (1963) did, of 
course, put this learning experience high on ·their list of ad-
vantages of behaviorally anchored scales. 
It was gratifying to this author ·to hear subjects exclaim, 
110h, if only we had known as much nine months ago as we knmv now! 11 
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Smith and Kendall's (1963) methodology , as well as the 
present study, employs a scaling procedure classified as a subjec-
tive estimate method (Torgerson, 1958). Torgerson states: 
"The subjective-estimate methods are unique among the 
different scaling approaches in that they are the only 
ones in which both a fixed (though perhaps arbitrary) 
origin and unit are necessarily implied in the judg-
ment." 
Torgerson, 1958, p.64 
To the extent that the subjects can fulfill these require-
ments, we obtain interval scales. 
The present sample, although small, represents all aspects 
of dietetic practice. To the extent that the sample is represent-
ative, the scales sho·1ld be appropriate for use by the larger 
population of dietitians. 
The procedures followed for the development of the behavior-
ally anchored scales were basically effective, but certain prob-
lems were encountered. These problems included: 
1. The lack of behavioral anchors in the scale mid-range. 
2. The time and tedium involved in doing the retranslation 
and the ranking. 
3. The lack of independence of some of the dimensions l-Jhich 
the groups identified as important in a dietitian's per-
formance. 
4. The failure of the clustering team to separate critical 
incidents into "administrative" or "patient services" 
and yet two of the finished scales obviously pertained 
to only one. 
5. The tendency of some dimensions to contain primarily 
effective or primarily ineffective behaviors. 
Each of these problems will be briefly reviewed in light of 
the findings of other researchers, where applicable, and some 
suggestions for further research will be made. 
I 
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The Lack of Behavioral Anchors in the Scale Nid-Range 
Although there \vere more critical incidents located at the 
scale extremes, nonetheless therf? were incidents with mid-range 
means. These almost always had standard deviations greater than 
1.75, however, indicating a lack of subject agreement and causing 
the incidents to be rejected from inclusion in the scale. 
In this author's judgment, the problem is partially an arti-
fact of the procedure of accepting or rejecting an incident based 
on a computed standard deviation. Obviously, rankings of incidents 
at the extreme ends of the continuum can move in only one direc-
tion--toward the middle of the scale. This will result in a 
smaller computed standard deviation than if rankings were equally 
possible on both sides of the mean scale point. Nid-range incid-
ents, however, can be ranked toward either extreme and typically 
will have a larger computed standard deviation than incidents 
with a truncated range. 
In addition, uncertainty on the part of the subjects as to 
just how effective or ineffective an incident was can cause a 
large standard deviation. Since mid-range behaviors tend to be 
more ambiguous by definition (as pointed out by Harari and Zedeck 
(1973) subjects are asked specifically for behaviors which are 
not really effective or ineffective, merely "average" or medi-
ocre"), it is logical to assume that mid-range behaviors so col-
lected will have large standard deviations. Possibly this ambig-
uity would not especially affect the stability of the finished 
scales provided the remaining anchors have small standard devi-
ations and a good range of kinds of behaviors are present on 
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each scale. 
It \vas noted that during the final ranking (Step IX) there 
was some tendency for the standard deviations to decrease when 
the subjects scaled all the behaviors in a given dimension at one 
time. Torgerson (1958) recognizes such a procedure as one highly 
effective technique for developing interval scales. 
Although Landy and Guion (1970) might have "forced" their 
distribution somewhat by the addition of high and low anchors for 
each dimension, judges who know a field well seem to realize that 
examples of the very most effective or the very least effective 
behavior are not on tbe list at all. In the present study, for 
example, none of the anchors ever had a mean of 9, and only one 
or two anchors had a mean of 1. 
The Time and Tedium Involved in Doing the Retranslation and the 
Ranking 
Several authors (Harari and Zedeck, 1972; Borman and Vallon, 
1974) suggest that the ranking step be done separately from the 
retranslation step, and that the groups contain different subjects. 
These authors seem to feel that this leads to greater scale stab-
ility and generalizability. 
For these reasons, and for the purpose of breaking up the 
workload, this separation of steps is perhaps more desirable. 
The dietitians were relatively enthusiastic about ranking 
incidents one dimension at a time. Perhaps there was some exper-
ience factor operating here, but they generally described the 
procedure as "much easier." When asked if they had looked at all 
of the incidents before ranking any of them, however, their 
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answer was negative. Some did go back over the page and change 
rankings, although not everyone did this. It is questionable, 
therefore, whether the entire range of behaviors represented was 
a determining factor in their rankings. 
The Lack of Independence of Some of the Dimensions lihich the 
Groups Identified as Important in a Dietitian's Performance 
Although Campbell, et al (1973)modified Smith and Kendall's 
(1963) procedure and collected critical incidents first, in order 
to at least partially alleviate the problem of "global personality 
traits" being classified as dimensions, the present study evident-
ly encountered some of this. The critical incidents collected 
tended to be complex and difficult to cluster because more than 
one dimension seemed to be involved. Writing the incidents for 
specific dimensions (Smith and Kendall, 1963) might tend to pro-
duce less complex incidents. If less complex incidents were pro-
duced, there might be more critical incidents generated. This 
kind of procedural modification should perhaps be subjected to 
further study. 
The methodology itself does deal rather effectively with 
overlap, at the retranslation step, as was the case in the present 
study. Factor analysis as carried out by Landy and Guion (1970) 
could also be employed. Landy and Guion (1970) did not decrease 
their scales from 7 dimensions to the 4 suggested by factor 
analysis, however. 
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The Failure of the Clustering Team to Separate Critical 
Incidents Into "Administrative" or "Patient Services" and yet 
~vo of the Finished Scales Obviously Pertained to Only One 
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The dietitian-subjects of this study, by and large, express-
ed the opinion that the job performance of a dietitian, be it in 
administrative or patient services, should not be judged by dif-
ferent standards. The finished scales, however, appear to cast 
some doubts on this assumption. 
During Step X (the use of the scales) the dietitians felt 
that the scale for "Delegation of Responsibility" contained be-
haviors which were almost wholly performed by administrative diet-
itians and seldom, if ever, by patient services dietitians. They 
could think of no incidents to change this fact. 
Similarly, the dietitians usi~g the scales were disturbed 
that the scale "Concern for Nutritional Care 11 appeared to refer 
almost entirely to patient services dietitians' behaviors. After 
careful consideration of the entire list of behaviors 'vhich had 
originally been retranslated into that dimension, however, changes 
were suggested to incorporate administrative behaviors. The group 
expressed the strong belief that administrative dietitians proper-
ly should be concerned with nutritional care even though patient 
services dietitians were perhaps more often observed being con-
cerned. The group felt that all dietitians should be evaluated 
on this particular scale. 
The remaining 5 scales seemed to contain both administrative 
and patient services behaviors. On closer examination, the admin-
istrative behaviors might be primarily positive and the patient 
services behaviors primarily negative (or vice versa) for a 
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given scale. In these cases,_ some of the incidents were simply 
reworded to reflect the other end of the continuum. This proved 
to be adequate for providing the necessary range and kinds of 
behavioral anchors. The total pool of critical incidents was 
about 150. A larger number of subjects and more critical inci-
dents might alleviate this problem. 
Only one study (Harari and Zedeck, 1973) mentions that per-
formance may be different for different areas within a profession. 
These authors developed behaviorally anchored scales for psychol-
ogy professors at a major university. They state: 
" ••• it is unlikely that all, or even most disciplines 
require identical patterns of teacher behavior • • specific 
items • • • that are appropriate for the teaching of psych-
ology may be quite inappropriate for the teaching of art, 
philosophy, physics, etc." · 
Harari and: Zedeck, 1973, p. 261 
The same may be true for the different specialties within 
dietetics, although the subjects in the present study did repre-
sent all of the disciplines within the field. Further research 
is needed. 
The Tendency of Some Dimensions to Contain Primarily Effective 
or Primarily Ineffective Behaviors 
Although approximately half of the revised dimensions were 
skewed toward predominately positive or predominately negative 
behaviors, only one (Consistency of Standards) contained entirely 
negative behaviors. This presented no problems for the judges; 
they simply re"twrded the incidents to reflect the other end of 
the continuum. No one expressed the slightest indication that 
the reversed behaviors would not occur. Since the judges seemed 
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to feel that the complete range of behaviors does occur, the fact 
that only negative ones were collected·could be a function of the 
size of the pool of critical incidents collected (approximately 
150). 
\~ether all positive or all negative behaviors indicate some 
prejudiced, idealized mental state on the part of the subjects is 
highly speculative, since subjects are specifically instructed to 
write only observed behaviors. What a subject remembers may be a 
reflection of personal bias, however. 
All positive or all negative incidents within a given dimen-
sion also could be related to the nature of that dimension. Per-
haps some behaviors are more ambiguous and/or complex and, because 
of this, fewer are remembered by.the judges. Using the present 
study for an example, inconsistency of standards can only be iden-
tified by knowing the standards being violated. Such standards 
are often poorly defined. A dietitian may have a vague feeling 
that a behavior is undesirable, but lacking a well defined stan-
dard, this dietitian may simply forget the whole thing. Collec-
tion of critical incidents, in all likelihood, would serve to 
pick up this vague disapproval rather than the standard itself. 
At any rate, none of the literature published to date deals 
with the positive-negative nature of the critical incidents col-
lected. Such considerations apparently cause no lasting conflict. 
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SUMMARY 
Behaviorally anchored rating scales were developed for diet-
itians using the methodology of Campbell, Dunnette, Arvey and 
Helervik (1973). This methodology is a variant of the original 
technique first suggested by Smith and Kendall (1963). 
Dietitians participating in the Minnesota Modular Dietetic 
Traineeships from the Twin Cities and St. Cloud areas served as 
subjects. The dietetic specialties of administration, patient 
services, education, and community nutrition were represented in 
each group. 
Developmental problems included: 
1. The lack of behavioral anchors in the scale mid-range. 
2. The time and tedium involved in doing the retranslation and 
the ranking. 
3. The lack of independence of some of the dimensions which the 
groups identified as important in a dietitian's performance. 
4. The failure of the clustering team to separate critical in-
cidents into "administrative" or "patient services" and yet 
two of the finished scales obviously pertained to only one. 
5. The tendency of some dimensions to contain primarily effective 
or primarily ineffective behaviors. 
Modifications of the methodology were discussed which, in 
the opinion of other authors, possibly would alleviate some of 
the problems, but further work needs to be done. 
One dimension (Professional Identification) had to be exten-
sively revised due to lack of agreement between the subjects as 
to what this dimension was and what it was not. All finally 
agreed that this dimension should be evaluated in terms of 
continuing education or updating activities and work in professional 
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organizations rather than social concern or humanitarian activ-
ities. 
Seven dimensions constitute the final scales. These are: 
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Concern for Nutritional Care, Interpersonal Effectiveness~ Con-
sistency of Standards, Acceptance of Responsibility, Appropriate 
Aggressiveness, Professional Identification, · and Delegation of 
Responsibility. 
Of those studies reported which did actual scale develppment, 
the number of dimensions identified varied from five to nine. 
A brief examination of the reported dimensions is rather 
interesting. Dimensions of knowledge-based or job-oriented 
types of skills occur with much greater frequency than do so-
called "personality trait" types of dimensions. Only one or two 
of the latter occur in each set of scales. 
For example, the majority of dimensions in each study are 
concerned with actual kno\vledge and the ability to use it, or 
some aspect of assessment, planning and judgmental types of activ-
ities which appear strongly rooted in a knowledge base. These 
dimensions tend to be defined in the jargon of the groups being 
served, of course, but the job-oriented nature of these dimensions 
is unmistakeable. 
The "personality-trait" dimensions unanimously include one 
scale on interpersonal relationships; it is often simply called 
that. The other "personality trait" dimension usually refers to 
some motivational characteristic or a professional or organiz-
ational identification of the ratee. 
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The scales developed in the present study demonstrated these 
same patterns. Interrater reliabilities were not analyzed, since 
others (Zedeck and Baker, 1972; Burnaska and Vallon, 1970) feel 
that this type of analysis does not support the utility of the 
scales. The only testing of the scales from this study was sub-
jective data collected from the Twin .Cities area dietitians as 
they attempted to use the scales. This data indicated acceptance, 
ease of ranking, and appropriateness for rating dietitians and 
dietetic trainees. These same dietitians felt that the learning 
experience of the procedure was especially valuable. 
To outward appearances, then, one goal of this research was 
accomplished: the development of an instrument to aid in apprais-
ing the performance of dietetic trainees in the Minnesota Modular 
Dietetic Traineeships. A second benefit, that of furnishing some 
information concerning performance appraisal to dietitians who 
intend to use the instrument, also appears to have been realized. 
It is important to determine psychometric properties of the 
scales which have been developed. If they work for the people 
who need and use them, then, to a degree, they justify their 
existence. Further research by this author to determine some 
aspects of scale reliability and validity is in the planning 
stages. A comparison of The American Dietetics Association 
registration exam scores with performance appraisal scores using 
both the behaviorally anchored scales and another scale format 
is being proposed. Numerous dietetics educators are concerned 
as to which of the currently acceptable routes to membership in 
the ADA is the more cost/effective. Information generated by 
I 
a reliable and valid performance appraisal instrument could 
supply v.::tluable inputs in this area. 
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A. ABILITY TO TRAl~SLATE: lms good knot~ledge base and applies this cxp'!rtise; can 
communicate knowledge to others; adapts patient education to patients' needs; 
effectively interprets principles to employees, patients, and other members of 
health care team; makes explooations as to uhy. 
B. LOYALTY AND COOPERATIOU: perceives self as member of entire dietary terun; cares 
about reputation antl standing of all dietitians, especially co-Yorkcrs; avoids 
subversive tall~ and actions; attcopts to facilitate climate of cooperation and 
mutual assistance; is careful that critical remarks arc made at the right time 
and in the right place. 
C. INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS: has respect for the ideas, the ieelings, and the 
tiiRe of others; displays empathy; has concern for the individunl; has ability to 
recognize the correct time and place for c.ctions; permits others to IIU1intaiu 
qelf-esteem; listeno; uses patience nnd tact. 
D. SOCIAL Ah'D PRCrESSIOIIAL COI~CERN: keeps up uith chsnciug professional role; volun-
teers personal efforts for the good of the community or the profession; =Ices 
extra effort to hire and train "except~onal" employcas. 
E. INDEPENDENT JUDGtiENT: demonstrates knotlledge, experience, and maturity in 
assessing a situation; if convinced of course of action, h~lds out for own 
opinion even in face of opposition; interprets policy acd acts accordin&ly; 
arrives at effective decision independently uhea necessary; is willing to make 
decisions in cooperation with others. 
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·P. APPROPRIATE AGGRESSIVIiNESS: displays initiative; plans ahead; sees need for 
change; innovutive; offers suggestions where expertise is needed without waiting 
to be asked. 
G. ACCEPTAHCE OF RESPONSIBILITY ANn FOLLOW THROUGU: enforces rules, policies, and 
procedures as circumstances require; does not dismiss problcQ until it is satis-
factorily resolved; allocates time so that job resronsibilities are fulfilled; 
promptly investi~etes and handles requests and complaints from CQployees , patients , 
and other members of health care team; is concerned (or continuing care of pAtient; 
refers problems to proper person 01" agency if cnnnot !1andle completely. 
B. Cot~SISTEl'CY OF STA!IDARDS: personally observes policies and procedures; unifom.ly 
and fairly administers policies and procedures as they relate to job classification; 
~~,icates standards to others; practices good pP.rsonal nutrition ; mai ntatns 
~opropriatc personal appearance; displays ho~sty and inte0rity in dealing •nth 
others ..... ~ .... .,. } "'. ·~ u-<Lt. iJ ~<3-;;.,~~..('j -7~~.:..~-~ · 
I. COi~CERN FOR lroTRITIONAL CAI'-.E: implements and maintains procedures "'hich will 
provide optimal nutrition; monitors dietary intakes and takes approp::iatc action; 
seeks and uses opportunities for providing nutrition education; encourages the 
development of proper food babito. 
J. DELEGATION OF RESPONSIBILITY: matches responsibility delegated to capability of 
staff member; gives authority commensurate with responsibility; reviews perfor-
mance of those given authority; goes through cl1annels; docs not need to do 
everything to be certain job is done right; supports and strengthens all indiv-
iduals to whom delegated. 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Catenary 
Ability to Translate 
Loyalty sud Cooperntion 
Interpersonal Ef£ectiveness 
Socinl and Profecsion:1l Concern 
Independent Judgment 
F. Appropriate Accrcssivcness 
G. Acceptance of ResponDibility 
and Follotl Thrnuch 
H. Consistency of Standards 
I. Concern for NutritioG~l r.are 
3. Delegation of Responcibility 
1. Could be CXJ>«:cted to -re,.ponrl quickly to plea £rom bend nt>rRc 
for help with a vnticmt'u fe.,rling prublct>. 
2. Could ba ·cxp<.<c:ted to carry n Wolght 1/atch••r" lunch tln:out:h the 
c·nfutcria lim: . 
3. Could be expected to emphns ize important role of kitchen 
employees in patient care uhcn civinc e ,,pJoyce classes. 
4. Could be m..-pectcd to vaar unpolished shoes aud ~he sa~:~e 
unifo= for three days in a row. 
5. When approached for a recipe by the cool;, could be e.""<p'!c t cd lo 
refer the cool; to lhe production supervir.or. 
6. Could be expected to offer to speak on nutritio n for the llentnl 
Health Unit if they need it. 
7. Could t..c er.pectt:!d to personally de10onr.trnte to calad personnel 
tbo correct \lay to u::e the pastry tube. 
8. Could be expected to g1ve on~ evening a ~~ek counsel:na nt a 
low-income health clinic. 
9. Could be expected to apply different standnrds conc:erninn 
excused and une>:cused absences from the job, ~hen dealir.& vith 
the cook and the salad nirl. 
10. Could be expec:teJ to give the list of leftnvPrs to the pro-
duction supervisor to decide on how tbose leftO\"ers are to be 
used. 
11. tfuen doing ctaff relief, could be e1rpec:tc:d t.o chan;\" operatinz 
policies of an:.ther dietitian trl.thout discussion or c:c~-=nica­
tion with t~~t dietiti~. 
12. Could be u.pected to rend thu AD/o Jou-.:nal, nt t end dir:tPtic 
meetings, and u~rvc on prof'!rsional com.aittcc.~. 
13. Could be exp c.cted t.o hire :on eapluyc:e «!.lh !l«'loerc ncnc uithout 
· inveotigatin& possible ra.-:: :l.fic.:~tinna, ::nd if qu estioned by th•• 
medical £tr.f f about such a rar r.on \10l"kin& uiLh !ood, could be 
expected to si~pl7 te~inaLe cm~loyec. 
14. Following pati<mt 1 s c:o1oplaint ebt•ut cold food 1 could be expect-
ed to offer 10pproFrinte t<sponsc s to p.:~ticnt nnd then attempt 
to correct situation. 
15. After c:ritic:i:dng p1·oductiou p!!rsonnel for mistnkcs on patient 
trays, could bt' "><rected to COII\C to th" kilclor.n itt an1w r to 
dc.W)Qstrate proper :nclloo<ls and then not be able to ideutiiy 
the correct aoeasu-::ing cup. 
16. Could be expected to go against he~pitol policy and schedule 
food service Clllploy~oe physic:>ls after the person was hlrrd• 
tlws glllllbling vilh pt'sstble £DOd--c<:iitaminatinn from such nn 
-ployee. 
17. Could be e~tpectt.'<l to diuappear for lc:ncthy periods llithout 
&iVing anyone the i>Urpose. 
18. \n~n patient RClectA a-m ~enu. could be expected to ir,norr. 
inadequate choices and ma~ no attempt to educate patient • 
• 19. Could be expected to dlscuso peraonnel problL"I!IR with fr1cndn 
outside the d.,pnrtoumt within henrinn o£ pcr,.om1r.l in qul.'stt~n. 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Category 
Ability to Trnaslate 
Loyalty and Cooperation 
Interpersonal Ef{ectiv~nesa 
Social and T'rofeosiounl Concern 
Independent Judgment 
F. Appro1•rinto Aggressivoness 
G. Acceptance of Responsibility 
and Follow Throuch 
H. Consistency of Standards 
I. Concern for Uutrit1onal Care 
J. Delegation of Responsibility 
20. Could bt> expected to co dircctly to cook to discusr.; omount of 
food to l>e J>roduced for a special party. 
21. "tlben uuh:~ppy ·al•out n rl•·z ision mnd•' by tho:. chief dietitian, 
caul<! he cxpectr,d to ~:c t togathr.r. ult:h departl!lentnl peers to 
complain about it. 
22. Could be expected to appear routinely in dining areas to chat 
briefly "llith patrons. 
23. Could be expected to be ready to bogin "llDrk at the appointod 
time. 
24. Could be expected to demonstrnte to an employee the reason for 
a stated policy rega=dinc removal of toothpicks fro~ food before 
sending to patient. 
25. After the patient has ber.n discharg<'d ~rom th= hospital could 
bs expected to trutc Lba Line co answar quatJtions of fomUy 
members regardiuc the pnticmt's diet. 
26. Could l·e axpec ted to icnota a diso=icnted patient in the cafe-
teria, and o!far no assistance tow::rd helpiug him obtain food. 
27. Could be expected to complnin to a patient about a physician's 
failure to t:1aka . an appointment for this diet instruction. 
28. Could be C%peeted to discuss with physicicn any diet order 
which appeared too restrictive for a patient's aca or activity. 
29. If personally opposed to a c~in~ procedur~l chan~e, could be 
expected to privataly undemine the procedu=e with supportl.ve 
personnel, presenting enonuous moral proble1:1s. 
30. Could be expected to take 11"J!Ch more tim-a off to h!!Ddle faoily 
problems thnn would be extended to an ~loyea in snme situation. 
31. Could be expected to talk to patient tlhom nurse reporte-J had 
food-related complaints. 
32. Could be expected to substitute menu item3 bocau9e of owa 
personal likes and dislikes thus creating ~possible "llorkload 
for special diet cook. 
33. Even though a diet change seeaed inconsistent with tho previous 
order, could be expected to implement without checking. 
34. Could be expected to demonstrate naed for ~all portions on 
patients' plates by lettinc the employees play the role of 
patient and eat in bed. 
35. Could be ex~ccted to i cnore ~ . rot P.ntinlly l~zardous work 
condition until an .employec becaMe injured. 
36. Could be expected to offer informa:ion to a physician without 
waiting to be asked. 
37. Could be expected to be friendly, but not encourage conversation 
with a lonaly patient who needs a friend. 
38. Could be expected to be consistently late for work. 
39. Could be axpected to stay on the job until a problcm is 
satis~actorily resolved. 
40. Could bo expected to complement salnd personnel on the 
appuar11nce o{ the sal~~<ls. 
J 
·'~~ 
• .
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A. Ability to Trans late F. Appropriate Ac~resoivcness 
B. Loyalty and Cooperation G. Acceptance of Responsibility 
C. Interpersonal Effectiveness and Follo" Through 
U. Consistency of Standards D. Social and Professional Concern 
B. Independent Judcment I. Concern for Nutritional Care 
Cate,;ory !lank 
J. Delecation of Responsibility 
41. Could be er.pcctcd to icnore unserved patient trays sittin(l in 
tbe hospilnl cor r !dur. 
42. Cc>uld l>c e,:pectcd to do nothtnc t<hcn n pati<mt r.t11tes thnt he 
is not inL<l r<!Gt<!tl iu lcnrnin;; a bout the: di:tbetic c!i!!t th11t 
the pbysidan luw o<dcrl!d. • 
43. Could bl! expected to beco'tc de fens ive and not offc= nn explan-
ation yh~n a patient conpl ain~ about the choices en a select 
menu. 
44. Could he expected to say nothing to n tray girl eating a piece 
of cake in a floor kitchen . 
45. Could be expected to explain cood nutrition principles to a 
patient when the diet history discloses inadequacies. 
46 Could be expected to t·•orlt \lith a teen-ace diabetic to help him 
realize it 'IJas not t~ll'P. physically <>r c-motion.dly to h.i.rle the 
condition from frlcnds. 
4 7. Could br. l'xpectatl to hi!:e z::~.d spc1td spac!:tl ti~tc ;.nd aff ort 
with a person t·lit:h a ~ ccord of alcoholi0t:1, sucl1 ti.:Jt he doer: 
indeed function well on tte job. 
48. Could be expected to hire z:nd train slou-learninc ~ployees. 
49 Could be expected to offer sympathy and assistance to an employ-
ee uith n family eUICq;cncy. 
SO. Could be expected to be cautious in usi nr. canned { t•o:l \lith 
darkened insida of can evan thou~;h cleci&ion t!ns un;>>Jpular. 
51. Could be el>.-pcctcd to promise a pat1 ent to chance a cenu item 
and then fail to do it. 
52. Could ba expected to routinely malta mistnltes in foo::l purchacin& 
which require aanu chnn::as. 
53. Could ba expect ed t:o enforce dietary policies ri&id l y nnd uith-
out explanation. 
54. Could be e:Kpected to teach classes to both I!Ciployci!s and 
patiants to further their knotdedcc of nutrition, safety, 
sanitation, etc. 
SS. Could be expected to tall' to physician abou t exter.~cd usc of a 
nutritionally iru~dcquatc diet. 
56. Could ba expected to shou favoritism in allotdng tirJc off. 
57. Could be expected to do tnn T'lany routine johs such as pickinr, 
up menus, tallyinr,, etc. that could be turned over to other 
personnel . 
58. Could be expected to tenore the nutritional inadequacy of some 
restricted diets. 
59. Could be expected to urite menus appropriate for the client 
group, but still nutritionnlly adequate. 
60. Could ba expected to leave work enrly because nf ~~inr. done 
enour.h of Lhc work ovar the ye:trs. 
61. Could he expcclf'•l to brcnl'le involved uhen a cormnun it y ar.cncv 
for the blind nccdn nulr it ion education. 
62. Could be expectc.l to aprnd thll<! hclpin11 a £orllll!r patient with 
a diet 1£ the pttticnt cnlls and ankn. 
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11. 
c. 
D. 
1!:, 
Category 
Ability to Translate 
Loyalty and Cooperation 
Intert•crsonal E(fcctivcnesa 
Snct~l and Profesoional Concern 
Independent Judgment 
F. Appropriate Aggressiveness 
G. Acceptance of Responsibility and 
Follow Throuch 
n. Consistency a£ Standards 
I. Concern for Nutritional Care 
J. Delegation of Responsibility 
63. Could be expected to refer patients to nn appropriate comMunity 
agency if their circumstances suggest it. 
64. Could be cxpectf!d to plan 111odified dlctll to suit the lifestyle 
of the vatient. 
65. Could be expected to join kitchen personnel on a coffee break 
and not talk business. 
66. Could be ex:>ected to refer n patient u!th nn income inadequate 
to purchase foods far a restricted diet to the hospital social 
worker. 
67. Could be expected to give diet instructions such th:>t the pll tient 
does not have to refer to separate sheets for different restric-
tions. 
68. Could "" expected to explain to C!nployces 'rcasono for certain 
food preparation procedures to ensure accurate preparation far 
1110dificd foods. 
69. Could be e."<pccted to tell the present b::iker about the outst:md-
ing work of the previous b&:er. 
70. Could be expected to keep an on-time salcsnan waiting for 45 
minutes. 
71. Could be expected to refuse to give n patient nutritional in-
formation uithout a phyoician's order. 
72. Could be expected to hesitate to discuss a diet order uith 
the physician.~veu when the order is Glllbicuous. 
73. When civing a diet instruction, could be expected to rend fr~ 
pre-printed instructions and allow no questionu or interrup-
tions frOQ the patient. 
74. If a patient indicates that he cannot follot1 n diabetic diet 
instruction, could be expected to tell the patient he ~>ill have 
to foll01• that diet bec .. use the doctor ordered it, and th:!.c 
leave the room. 
75. ~Jhen meeting uith the student food co:ranittee, could be expected 
to restate reasons ~o~hy servinc hours cannot be chnur;ed and can-
aider the matter closed. 
76. Could be expected to refer a patient with cirrhosis to the 
Alcohol and Drug Dependency Unit when t.he p11tient says thnt 
alcohol could not possibly hurt him. 
77. Followinc an orientation trnininc program for employees, could 
be expected to tenore >rhcther or not employees are doinc what 
th&;Y were taught •. 
78. Could be expected to take the initiative in enterin& a discus- · 
sum of patient· nutrition or food with other allied health 
teaJII me11ber s. 
79. COuld be expected to tenore meltinc icc cream thot will be re-
frozen and served in that condition to pat.icnt.s. 
80. Could be expected to volunteer to supply di~tct.ic input £or n 
bearinc on pendin& legislation t~laich could aCiccl the pr<'fes-
sion. 
81. Could be expected to ir.norc a cook who in smokiur. in a {cod 
prep11ration area aad say nothiac nnd nc-:er pick up icuuc. 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D, 
B. 
Category 
Ability to Translate 
Loyalty and Cooperation 
lnterperson31 Effectiveness 
Social and Professional Concern 
Independent Judgment 
F. Appropriate AccresMivcncss 
G, Acceptance of Responsibility and 
Follow Through 
H. Consistency of Standards 
I. Concern for Nutritional CMre 
J. Delegntion of Responsibility 
a2, Could be expected to put on hnirnet in the office even though 
employees nrc nol;cd to put on bairncts in the rest ro001, 
a3 , Alt hou::;h in a hm·ry , could l•c c1:pcctcd to stop 01nd talk uith 
a distraught empl oyee and help to solve the problem. 
84, For nn evening st:1ff meeting of "import:lnt people," could be 
cxpec t t'd t o coma in person:1lly to supervise the serving of 
coffee and cookie~. 
as, Could be expected to do nothing about :1 serious pen;on:tl t·Jcight 
problem. 
a6, ~lhcn asked off the job lo sugcest uays to imprt>'.'C family nut-
rition, could be expected to m~ntion the basic four food groups 
and say nothing more. 
87, Could be C.'<pcet <.d to 1.n::t ruct n paticat on a reduction diet 
without taking into a ccount the pa tient 1 s unusual t·10rk schedule. 
·sa. 1-lhen hiring a nf't1 ~hef, could be <'.xpectcd to choose a loyal 
cook 11ho is not so uell liked over a disloyal cook \!ho is pop-
ular with his co-<ror!ter:;, llod take tha chance tl•at cmplcyees 
may not cooperate. 
a9. Hhen asl;ed for information about ~·hich thE! dietitian is uncer-
tain, could bs expected to find out and promptly report to th~ 
person uho asked, 
90, If census figures for cafeteria service oeemad u~nsual, couid 
be expected to review the situation and lencthcn oc.rviug hour s 
if necessary. •. 
91. In writing menus for a childrcn 1 9 Rummcr camp, could be expec-
ted to insert new foods along vith familiar ones, 
92. Could be expected to make an employee put in unpaid o~ertime a s 
punishment for making nn error in serving a patient cray. 
93. If presented with evidence tl~t, After going off maintenance, 
employees arc eating in the food production areas, co~ld be 
expected to do nothing. 
94, After receivin& an extra large port ion in the cafctctin line, 
could be expected to say nothing to the server. 
95. Could be expected to turn head the other way >lhen m::>eting an 
employee in the hall. 
96, Could be expected to make up and spread stories about the priv-
ate lives of other ~bers of the department. 
97, When a physician inquired about the food intake of a patient, 
could be expected to give a favorable report without knowing 
what the situation was, 
9a. Could be expected to make an effort to give diet instructions 
both to patient and also to the person who docs the meal prep-
aration, if this is not the same person, 
99, After promoting an employee to supervisory position, could be 
expected to overlool; the fact that this employee needs oupport 
in new position, especially t1ith forrDCr co-uorkers. 
100, After receiving c~plaint, could be expected to inform everyone 
concerned, invoat!r,ntc tlu> "1111\tter, and report b.'lck to pers!)n 
makiaa complaint, with explanation and/or apologiea • 
.• - 1' • • 
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A. Ability to Translate F. Appropriate Ar,gressiveness 
B. Loyalty and Cooperation G. Acceptance o( Rcop~nsib!lity and 
C. lnterpersnnal Effectiveness Follc.u Through 
U. Consistency of Stnnda1du D. Social and ProCessi onal Concern 
B. Independent Judgment I. Concern for Nutritional Caru 
Catecory 
J. Delegation of Responsibility 
~ 101. Could be expected to serve a meal to an obviously confused 
patient \tho comes in nfter servi.nr, hnurs. 
102. After ovcrhcarinr. n pati•mt cott~plnint 11bC1nt food, could be 
expected to wallt on by and not attempt to find ouL lihat is 
wrong. 
103. Could be expected to ignore a jammed tray return unit. -
104. Could be expected to ignore a nurse vho takes f .:>od froc a patient 
tray. 
105. 1-lhile demanding that employees arrive and depart on time , CCiuld 
be expectc.d to arrive late at least t«ice a uee:,. 
106. Could be expected to ignore the spoken greetin~ of an employee. 
107. Could be expected to say nothing upon being insc: ltcd by an 
employee, but \-,ould tal!' to the employee later <'n in t:he o!fice 
and obtain an apology. 
lOS. Could be Cll.-pected to forget about sk'lrt length .:hen bcmdinr. o·1er. 
10!). Could he ell.p<•cted to impose a nr.u diet uithout C'btaininr; ade-
quate dietary history. 
110. In team conference~, could be expected to offer suggeclions and 
information nithout needing to be acl:ed. 
lll. After being criticil(cd for the charr,a on a special event, could 
be expected to become angry and argue. 
112. After hear ing chat. Occupational Therapy \<ill b.: bu.i.ldiug a 
teaching kitchen , could be expected Lo contact OT and off~r 
assistance if needed. 
113. Could be expec t ed to f nil to check serving areas until after 
serving start s thereby fa iling to =l:e certain ;;verythins is 
complete and according to the menu. 
114. In a children' s food service, could be C.''<;>.ected to offer only 
those f oods \<ldch children are thought to like. 
"115. Could he expect ed to ignore the situaLion •then :he coult spits 
into a trash c:an ncar a food preparation area. 
ll6. If cook does not follow recipe directinnu, couL! he expected to 
say nothing as long as Cood is acceptable. 
117. Could be expected to let n supervisor schedule personal days off 
without asking permis~ion from diecitian. 
118. Could be expected to sincerely inquire about an "mployec, and 
spend a feu minutes Lalking. 
119. Could be expected to tactfully guide a physician rer,arding 
changing diet orders. 
120. Could be expected to allow employees to try out their sugecstions. 
121. Could be expected to occasionally brinr, a flm1cr or thour,ht for 
the day. 
122.Could be expected to r,ive a diet instruction by cr~phasidnp, >~hat 
the patient cannot have rather than \lh.1t he can have. 
•123. After a dinbctic patient requests a visitor to bring him food, 
could be r.xp.,c:ted to attempt to educate both pati••nl 6 visitor. 
124. Could be expected to complete assignmcnto on schedule after 
agreeing to do a certain jqb. 
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THE DIETITIANS 1 BEHAVIORATING SCALES 
June, 1975 
This performance appraisal instrument was developed for use ~ith 
di~titians and dietetic trainees. It represents the efforts of 
approximately 30 dietitians practicing in the Twin Cities and St. Cloud 
areas. The work was dona in cooperation with faculty from the University 
of Minnesota participating in the Minnesota Modular Traineeships. 
This revision of the Scales is underg:>ins fu~t!.er test.!.n~. Fo:-
permission to duplicate and/or u~e the Scales, please contact Marjorie 
Fruin, R.D., Department of Food Science and Nutrition, University of 
Minnesota, St. ?6ul, Minnesota 55108. 
Support was provided in part by lhe Area Health Education Center, 
University of Minnesota. 
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THE DIETITIANS' BEIIAVIORATING SCALES 
June, 1975 
We would gratefully accept your comments on both the instructions and 
the scales. Please fill out this sheet each time you give a rating 
using the scales. 
1. Who did you rate on these scales? 
a ataff· dietitian 
a dietetic student 
other (please specify) 
2. Which scale did you find the moat difficult to use? 
3~ Which scale did you find that was not applicable to the person you 
were rating? 
4. Are there any scales missing? That is, is there some area of 
performance which you feel should be rated, but which you could 
not rate on the seven scales provided? 
5. If the instructions did not give you enough help, please specify 
exactly what sentence(s) ~ere not clear. 
H~ would you personally correct this? 
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THE DIETITIANS' BEIIAVIORA1'ING SCALES 
June, 1975 
HOW TO USE THESE RATING SCALES: 
As with any rating form, the person who is to do the performance appraisal 
should be very familiar with the form itself. In using these scales,, it is esped ally 
important that the rater read carefully the definitions which nrc found at the top of 
each page. Spend some time with these definitions, and know what each scale includes 
and docs not include. There are seven scales; be certain to identify and use the 
appropriate scale for each category. It is possible that not all dietitians, especially 
dietetic trainees, will need to be rated on every one of the seven scales. After 
reading the definitions, if a scale seems inappropriate, don't use it. 
After becoming familiar with the defini~ions of the scales, but before 
attempting to rate a specific dietitian or dietetic trainee, observe his/her pcrfor~ancc 
on the job on as cany occasions and under as many circumstances as possible, and 
record i~ediatcly any critical incidents which can be used to e~plain to the ratee 
«thy you rated him/her the way you did. This should be done inconspicuously, of course, 
and any note-taking should be done away from the scene, but don't wait too long (human 
memory being what it is). Use the "OTHER OBSERVED INCIDENTS" space at the bottom of 
each scale, or, space permitting, enter the incident right on the scale itself. Attempt 
to give each of the incidents some kind of a tentative ranking on the same one-to-nine 
continuu~ which constitutes the rating scale itself. This will be especially helpful 
in demonstrating to the ratee how you ,perceive his/her behavior in relation to the 
other behaviors along that scale. 
When ranking a person on the rating scale, whether or not you can s'upply other 
incidents for each scale, select a spot on the continuum wh1ch in your best j ud gment 
is representative of his/her performance in thot categorv. Use the behavioral anchors 
to help you make up your mind whether or not you arc in the general ranking area ~:here 
you feel the ratee belongs on the continuum. You will probablv never have observed 
these actual behaviors on the part of the ratee - they nrc there only to help to 
define the degree of effectiveness or incffl•ctivcness. Numbers l, 2, 3, and 4 arc 
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THE DIETITIANS' BEHAVIORATING SCALES 
June, 1975 
are relatively ineffective behaviors; numbers 6, 7, 8, and 9 are relatively effective 
behaviors; nnd number 5 indicates behavior· which is not especially effective, nor 
is it especially ineffective, but it docs serve to separate behaviors "~Jhich are only 
slichtl.y effective or sligh t ly int>ffective. 
Make some sort of a mark or otherwise identify the point on t.he continuum 
where you feel the ratee belongs. Since this is a continuum, the cark may be made 
anywhere along the line, and definitely is not restricted to where the whole number 
falls. A ratee conceivably could be marked above the 9, if you felt. his/her performance 
to be DIBrkedly outstanding. Likewise he/she could be rated below 1, if you felt the 
performance to b~ markP-dly unacceptable. 
After marking each of the seven scales which are appropriate, the performance 
appraisal is complete, except for comments and constructive su~gestions which you 
wish to put into writing for the ratee. Most ratees find such comments helpful, 
especially in areas where improvement or growth might be needed. Include things which 
were good which you observed, of course, although the behavioral anchors will serve 
that purpose if you need them. Just say, "I would expect you to do t.his kind of thing." 
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THE DIETITIANS 1 BEHAVIORATING SCALES 
June, 1975 
CONCERN FOR NUT<UTIO:i.AL CAi\E1 has good k:1owledc;e baee; i:~~plc:Acnts and u.aintai:~ s 
procedures which will provide optiCla.l nutri lion; can co=unica te knowled co to others; 
monitors dietary intakes and take" appropriate action; adapts patiant ed~cation to 
patient needo; seeko and uees opportunitieo for providin& nutrition education; encourares 
the develop~ent of proper food habits. 
Could be expected to plan modified diets 
to suit the lifestyle of the patient. 
Could be expected to explain to employees 
reasons for certain food preparation pro-
cedures to ensure accurate preparation 
for C!odified foods. 
In giving a class to nursing stud~nts, 
could be expected to mispronounce several 
words pertainin~ to nutrition, such as 
•anabolism• or "flatulance•. 
Could be expected to icpose a new diet 
without obtaining an adequate dietary 
history. 
If a patient indicatec that ·he cnnnot 
follow a diabetic diet instruction, 
could be expected to tell the patient 
he will have to follow tho diet beca ~ ae 
the doctor has ordered it, and then 
leave the room, 
7ould be Cltpected to ~u:C e an effort to ~ :. v ~ 
diet ir.structicns both to pat i ent and nl£= 
to person wno coca t he meal preparation, :.:' 
this is not the sa~e person 
Could be expected to write ~enus ~ppropriu:e 
for the client kroap, but still nutritior.~ .ly 
adequate. 
7 
Could be expected to :~~o r. itor e:~~ployees 
preparation and &ervice techniques to er.s~'e 
vitamin retention in the food. 
Could be expected to give diet instructio r.: 
by emphasi:l:in..; what the f>atient cannot t:a·: ~ 
~ather than wr.at he·can have. 
~hen patient selects own ~ena, could be 
expected to ignore inadq~ate choices and 
~ke no attempt to educate the patient. 
I 
OTI!Ea OIJSERVED IN~lDJ::ilTS _______________________ _ 
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THE DIETITIANS 1 BEllAVIORATING SCALES 
June, 1975 
n;rE!trERS:lKJ.L EFFECTIVEtll>SSs perceives self as mea:.ber of entire health care 
team; has respect for the ideas, the i'eolin(;s, and the time of othcr 11 ; hn21 concern for 
the individual; atte~pts to fncilitnte climate of cooperation and ~ut~al assistance; 
· il! carefu~ that ~ritica_l remnrks are ll!adc at .the ri;;ht tin.e and in the ri(;ht place; 
permits others to maintain aolf-ostoem; listens; uses patience and tact. 
Could be expected to join kitchen per-
sonnel on a coffee break and not talk · 
businen 
Could be expected to be friendly, bl.lt ' · 
not encourage idle conversation with 
a lonely patient who needs a friend. 
Could be expected to tell the present 
baker about the outstanding work of the~ 
pre\uoua baker. 
Could be. cx?ected to complain to a 
. patient about tho phycician 1 s failure to 
make nn appointment for this diet inotr-
ur;t.ion. 
Althou&h in a hJrry, could be expcc~ed to 
atop to talk witn a distra .. l,ht eu:?loyee ar::. 
help to~ colve the problem. 
Could be expected to complement salad per-
J'o~cl on the e?pearance of the salads. 
Could be expecte~ to say nothin~ upon beir:f 
insulted by an e:ployee, but would talk tc 
employee 1 later on in office and obtain ar: 
apoloi)'. 
On hearing another dietitian talk &~out a 
forthcomin~ pro[ ram f or the elderly, coul c 
be expected to ask t his dietitian if lesso ~ 
plans vere completed , room arrar.bc~ont ~ ~a~ e, 
invitations sent, re~rec~ents taken car e 
3 
of, ole. 
Could be expected to keep an on-ti~e sale t -
man waf ting for 45 c:inutes, 
If personally opposed to a coolin.:; proced ~r&.l 
change, co~ld be expected to privately u n~ ~ r­
/mne the procedure with su pport.i ve perso n·.!d, 
pre senti !I& enor:nouc t!<Ors.l c pro ble:ho, 
~OTHER OtlS&RVED n;CIDENTS. _______________________ _ 
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THE DIJ;'fiTIANS' mmAVI,OI\ATINC SCALES 
June, 1975 
CONSISTr:!:CY OF STAl.'DARDS: UGO!I generally establ ishod atandardo; pcrao:~slly 
observes these sat:~ u etundurds; co=un.ic;utr.s t hese atundnrds t;:> other n; uniforll!ly c. ::d 
fairly administers policies and procedure~ as appropriate to eoployec job clacsi~~~ution; 
displays honesty and intes;rity in dealincs with others; provides a role model of _:; .Jod 
nutrition and appropriate appearance. 
If presented \lith evidenve that, after 
going off ~ainten~nce, ecployees are 
eatine in food production arcus, could 
be expected to take appropriate action 
at once. 
After sampling soup in ~alley and findin~ 
it unacceptable, could he expected to send 
it back to the kitchen for re-seasonin£; / 
even though serving time was delayed. ~ 
Could be expected to put on hairnet in 
office even though employees are asked 
to put on hairnets in the restroom. 
Could be expected to wear unpolished 
shoes and tho same uniform fpr three 
da)'ll in a row. 
After receiving; an extra lo.rr;'e ;>or~!.on in the 
cafeteria line, could be expected : ~ spes~ to 
the su;>ervisor about portion centre:. 
Could be expected to take the s~e ~~ount of 
tiu:e of!' to he.ndle family problems e.s would 
~e extended to an employee in the ~a~c 
situation. 
Could be expected to begin work ·at the 
appointed time. 
Althoulh concerned about a weigh~ control 
problew, could be expected to rcr~~ e ~he 
. cookies but drir~ sweetened fruit ;~r.ch 
rather than coffee. 
3 
If cook does not follow recipe directions, 
could be expected to say nothin~ &~ lor~ 
as food is acceptable. 
Could bo expected to igno~e the si~~ation 
when the cuok spit& into a trash ct..n near Ja food production area. 
OTIII.:R OBSElV~ IIICIDENTS. __________________ _,.,_. ----
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THE DIETITIANS' REl!AVlORATING SCALES 
June, 197 5 
ACCEPTAHC:: Oi' RKSf'O;>/SlBILITY: reeocni zcs job rosponsi bi li ties and alloca to a 
time no that th~~e responsibilities are fulfilled; does not dir.miso problem until it 
it satisfactorily resolved; promptly investieatc~ and handles requests and cooplnints 
from employees, patients, and other ~embers of health care team; is concerned for 
continuing care of the patient; refers problomc to proper pernon or agency if cannot 
handle completely. 
Could be expected to slay on tho job until 
a proble~ is satisfactorily resolved, 
or until someone else assu~oa the 
reaponsibil i ty. 
Uould oe oxpoctod to rcrcr patients who 
nood finG.ncial 01· other assistance to 
an ap~roprinto alli ed health t~nm 
member or co~unity agency. 
Could be expected to spend a lot of 
time in conversation with peers before 
work ia coQplatod 
After hoarin3 a patient complain about~ 
food, ~ould be expected to walk away 
and not attempt to find out what is 
wrong. 
Could bo axpocted to ignore unucrved 
patient trays Rilling in the hospital 
corridor. 
ilhen asked for in!'or :aation about which the 
dietitian is uncertain, co~ld be eX?ected t o 
find o~t and promptly report to tho person 
who a,sked. 
Couid be ' expected to co~plote assisn~ents 
on schedule after agreeing to do a certain 
job. 
7 
After overhearins nursing e~ployoes discuss-
inc cafeteria food at tho n~rsinG statio~, 
co~ld be expected to reror the infor=ation 
to the administrative dietitian • 
.s-
3 
Could be expected to pro~iso a ?atier.~ to 
chan.;e 11. monu item r.nd then fail to d;, it.. 
Could be expected to ignore a potentially 
/
hazardouo work condition until an e:nployee 
became injurod • . 
OTHER OiJSEHVED INCIDEI\'TS. ______________________ _ 
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TilE DIETITIANS 1 BF.liAVIORATill<l SCALES 
Juno, 1975 
APPaOI~IATg A~GRESSIVE~ESS: demonstrates judcmont, knowled&o and caturity in 
assessing a oituntion nnd acta accordin~ly; displays initintive and offoro sU£Sostions 
where expertise is needed without waiting to be asked; plano ah~ad; s"os need for 
change; is innovative; consults wi t tl otl ier moa:bers of the health care team. 
.After hearing thRt Occupational 'i·he; apy 
will be buildin~ a teachin~ kitchen, 
could be ex?octud to contact OT and 
offer asaletar.ce if needed. 
When selecting a new chef from equally 
qualified workers, c:ould .oe expected to 
select a loyal cook who i& not so well . 
l~ked over a di&loya.l cook \lho is popular 
with coworkers, and take the chance that 
employees may not cooperate. 
Could be expected to wait until another 
dietitian brinls U? a minor but ar~oyin~ 
problem before diso~asing that problem LL 
with. anyone. T 
Could be exoectod to bend personal 
opinions with each differing" and vary-
ing opinion expressed by others. 
I~ team conferences, could be expected to 
offer su~£cstions and i nfor~tion without 
neodin£ to be asked. 
7 · 
After receivinL questions from the union 
about •stran~o shifts•, could be expected to 
present new series of job description~ ~nd 
explain need to keep up with changes in the 
hospital and in the kitchon. 
~ould be expected to decide that no vending 
~chinoa will be allow&d in ruod aurvlco 
area. 
3 
Although a diet order appeared too re strictive 
for a patient's aGe or activity, could be 
expected to hesitate to discuss it with the 
physician. 
/Could bo expected to uee canned food even 
though tho inside ·of the can had darkened. 
OTHEd OBSERVED Ir\CID~:ITs. __________ ____________ _ 
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THE DIETITIANS' BEIIAVIORATINC SCALES 
June, 1975 
PaOFESSIONAL ID£ ~TIFICATION: keeps up with ch~n~ing profe s eion~l role; re~ds 
Journals and related professional publicationn; attends workshopa, professional meetings, 
etc.; accepts re~ueste for talks in the community if reco gnized by the employing in-
ltitution as job related; participates in professional causes and activities. 
Could be ex?ected to volunteer to 
supply dietetic input for ~ hearing on 
pending legislation which could affect 
the -profession. 
When questioned by another member of the 
health care teac, could be expected to 
knov the approximate membership of the 
American Dietetic Association. 
When :a physician mentions needing 
information regarding trace mineral . 
content in food, could be expected to 
neglect to mention the ADA Journal as 
a possible eource. 
Could be expected to afree to serve on 
a professional committee but never come 
to any of tho meetin~s. 
When approached to volunteer time for a 
health care pro~ra~ in which other pro-
feesionals are ?aid, could be expected to 
refuse, and sug[ est to those who asked that 
dietitians sbo~ld be paid too. 
Could be expected to read the ADA Journal, 
~tond dietetic ~cetincs, and serve on 
~ro~essional com~itteee, 
~ conversation with peers, could be expected 
~o say, "Dietetics ia as ~od a job as any 
as long aa I have to ~ork." 
3 
Could be expected to attend only those 
meetines for which the e~ployer iu willing 
to reimburce expenaoa. 
~auld be expected to •tear down" the 
profession of dietetics. 
OTHER OBSERVED INCIDENTS _____________ _....__ ________ _ 
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TIE DIETITIANS 1 BEHAVIORATING SCALES 
.June, 1975 
DELEGATIO:; OF RESPJ<~SIBil.lTY: mr.tchos responsibility delot:ated to the 
.. capability of stnff ~omber; eivos authority comoen&urate with re~ponoibility; reviews 
perfor::lllnce of tho!le given auth::>rity; r;oes throu~;h channels; dous not need to do 
everything to be certain job is done ri ght; supports and stren&thens all individuals 
to whom delegated. 
Could be expected to let a dietary 
supervisor =ake oun decisions in area 
of competency, unless help was re~ues~ed.$'w 
Could be expected to give the ltst of 
leftovers to the pro~uction oupervisor 
to decide on how th~se leftovers are to 
'be used. 
Could be expected to fO directly to the 
cook to .discuss the a,moun~~ food to be 
produced for a spoqial party,"A!tpou~h 
the production supervisor ia available. 
After the dietary worker haD charted 
the food dietribution for a patient, 
could be expected to make chanl DD with-
out explanation to the .dietary worker. 
~fter pro=oting an e=ployee to a supervisory 
position, could be expected to keep in ~ind 
that this eu:pbyee needs support in the new 
'position, expecially with for=er co-workers, 
· and give frequent• support and encouraLe~ent. 
When a staff ~ember has shown exceptional 
leadership ability, c::>uld be expected to 
dele~ate additional duties to that steff 
·. member. 
7 
. ... 
Could 'be expected to peraonally de~nstrate 
to salad personnel the correct way to use a 
pastry tUbe. 
For an ev~ninl mcctin£ of "i~portant ?eople", 
co.lld be ~xpecttod to come in personally to 
supervise serving of cookies and coffee. 
Could be expected to do too many routine 
job a uuch a a pickinc; up menus, tullyir.e, , etc. 
that could be turned over to other dietary 
personnel. 
4 
OTHER OllSi::lWED INClDEt\1'5 _______________________ _ 
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60 
CONCEID~ FOR NUTRITIONAL CAP~ 
Could be expected to make an effort to give 
diet instructions both to patient and also to 
the person who does the meal preparation, if 
this is not the same person. 
Could be expected to plan modified diets 
to suit the lifestyle of the patient. 
Could be expected to write menus appropriate 
for the client group, but still nutritionally 
adequate. 
Could be expected to explain to employees 
reasons for certain food preparation pro-
cedures to ensure accurate preparation for 
modified foods. 
Could be expected to monitor employees 
preparation and service techniques to ensure 
vitamin retention in the food. 
In giving a class to nursing students, could 
be expected to mispronounce several words per-
taining to nutrition, such as "anabolism" or 
"flatulence." 
Could be expected to give a diet instruction 
by emphasizing what the patient cannot have 
rather than what he can have. 
Could be expected to impose a new diet without 
obtaining adequate dietary history. 
Hhen patient selects m,'D. menu, could be 
expected to ignore inadequate choices and 
make no attempt to educate patient. 
If a patient indicates that he cannot follow 
a diabetic diet instruction, could be expected 
to tell the patient he ,.;111 have to follow the 
diet because the doctor ordered it, and then 
leave the room. 
X s 
8.61 .78 
8.27 .96 
8.09 .81 
7.75 1.03 
5-6 
* 
4-5 
* 
3.22 1.47 
2.33 1.15 
1.90 1.0 
1.28 .72 
* Hritten expressly for this poi nt on this scal e by the group. 
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INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
; x· s 
Although in a hurry, could be expected to 
stop and talk with a distraught employee 
and help to solve the problem. 
Could be expected to join kitchen personnel 
on a coffee break and not talk business. 
Could be expected to compliment salad 
personnel on the appearance of the salads. 
7.96 
7.44 
7.29 
Could be expected to say nothing upon being 5.45 
insulted by an employee, but would talk to 
the employee later on in the office and 
obtain an apology. 
Could be expected to be friendly, but not 4.75 
encourage conversation with a lonely patient 
who needs a friend. 
On hearing another dietitian talk about a 3-4 
forthcoming program for the elderly, could 
be expected to ask this dietitian if lesson 
plans were completed, room arrangements made, 
invitations sent, refreshments taken care of, etc. 
Could be expected to tell the present baker ! 1. 9 
about the outstanding work of the previous 
baker. 
Could be expected to keep an on-time salesman 
w·aiting for 45 minutes. 
Could be expected to complain to a patient 
about a physician's failure to make an 
appointment for this diet instruction. 
If per~onally opposed to a coming procedural 
change, could be expected to privately under-
mine the procedure with supportive personnel, 
presenting enormous morale problems. 
I 1.84 
. 11.58 
1.2 
1.11 
1.53 
1.4 
2.16 
1. 71 
* 
1.02 
.8~ 
.64 
.I 
I 1.0 
* Written expressly for this point on this scale by the group. 
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62 
CONSISTENCY OF STANDARDS 
After receiving an extra large portion in the 
cafeteria line, could be expected to speak to 
the supervisor about portion control. 
If presented with evidence that, after going 
off maintenance, employees are eating in food 
production areas, could be expected to take 
appropriate action at once. 
Could be expected to take the same amount of 
time off to handle family problems as would 
be extended to an employee in same situation. 
After sampling soup in galley and finding it 
unacceptable, could be expected to send it 
back to the kitchen for re-seasoning ·even 
though serving time was delayed. 
Could be expected to be ready to begin work 
at the appointed time. 
Although concerned about a weight control 
problem, could be expected to refuse the 
cookies but drink sweetened fruit punch 
rather than coffee. 
Could be expected to put on hairnet in the 
office even though employees are asked to 
put on hairnets in the restroom. 
If cook does not follow recipe directions, 
could be expected to say nothing as long 
as food is acceptable. 
Could be expected to wear unpolished shoes 
and the same uniform for three days in a row. 
Could be expected to ignore the situation 
when the cook spits into a trash can near a 
food production area. 
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ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY 
\Vhen asked for information about which the 
dietitian is uncertain, could be expected 
to find out and promptly report to the 
person who asked. 
Could be expected to stay on the job until 
a problem is satisfactorily resolved, or 
until someone else assumes the responsibility. 
Could be expected to complete assignments 
on schedule after agreeing to do a certain 
job. 
Could be expected to refer patients who need 
financial or other assistance to an appropriate 
allied health team. 
After overhearing nursing employees discussing 
cafeteria food at the nursing station, could 
be expected to refer the information to the 
administrative dietitian. 
Could be expected . to spend a lot of time 
in conversation with peers before l\'Ork 
is completed. 
Could be expected to promise a patient to 
change a menu item and then fail to do it. 
After overhearing a patient complaint about 
food, could be expected to walk on by and 
not attempt to find out what is wrong. 
Could be expected to ignore unserved 
patient trays sitting in the hospital 
corridor. 
Could be expected to ignore a potentially 
hazardous work condition until an employee 
became injured. 
X S 
8.3 
8.04 
' 7. 96 
7.7 
5.8 
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1.15 
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* Hritten expressly for this point on this scale by the group. 
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APPROPRIATE AGGRESSIVENESS 
In team conferences, could be expected 
to offer suggestions and information 
without needing to be asked. 
After hearing that Occupational Therapy 
will be building a teaching kitchen, 
could be expected to contact OT and offer 
assistance if needed. 
After receiving questions from the union 
about "strange shifts," could be expected 
to present new series of job descriptions 
and explain need to keep up with changes 
in the hospital and in the kitchen. 
When hiring a new chef, from equally 
qualified worker-s, could be expected to 
choose a loyal cook ~\·ho is not so well 
liked over a disloyal cook who is popular 
with his co-workers, and take the chance 
that employees may not cooperate. 
Could be expected to decide that no vending 
machines ~vill be allowed in food services 
area. 
Could be expected to wait until another 
dietitian brings up a minor but annoying 
problem before discussing that problem 
with anyone. 
Although a diet order appeared too restric-
tive for a patient's age or activity, could 
be expected to hesitate to discuss it with 
the physician. 
Could be expected to bend personal op~n~ons 
with each differing and varying opinion ex-
pressed by others. 
Could be expected to use canned food even 
though the inside of the can had darkened. 
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* lolritten expressly for this point on this scale by the group. 
65 
PROFESSIONAL IDENTIFICATION 
When approached to volunteer time for a 
health care program in which other pro-
fessionals are paid, could be expected to 
refuse, and suggest to those who asked 
that dietitians should be paid too. 
Could be expected to volunteer to supply 
dietetic input for a hearing on pending 
legislation which could affect the pro-
fession. 
Could be expected to read the ADA Journal, 
attend dietetic meetings, and serve on 
professional committees. 
When questioned by another member of the 
health care team, could be expected to 
know the approximate membership of the 
American Dietetic Asr.ociation. 
In conversation with peers, could be 
expected to say, "Dietetics is as good 
a job as any as long as I have to work." 
When a physician mentions needing infor-
mation regarding trace mineral content 
in food, could be expected to neglect 
to mention the ADA Journal as a possible 
source. 
Could be expected to attend only those 
meetings for which the employer is willing 
to reimburse expenses. 
Could be expected to agree to serve on 
a professional committee but never come 
to any of the meetings. 
Could be expected to "tear dmm" the 
profession of dietetics. 
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66 
DELEGATION OF RESPONSIBILtTY 
After promoting an employee to a supervisory 
position, could be expected to keep in mind 
that this employee needs support in the new 
position, especially with former co-workers, 
and give frequent support and encouragement. 
Could be expected to let a dietary supervisor 
make own decisions in area of competency, 
unless help was requested. 
When a staff member has shown exceptional 
leadership ability, could be expected to 
delegate additional duties to that staff 
member. 
Could be expected to give the list of left-
overs to the production supervisor to decide 
on how those leftovers are to be used. 
Could be expected to personally demonstrate 
to salad personnel the correct way to use a 
pastry tube. 
Could be expected to go directly to the 
cook to discuss amount of food to be pro-
duced for a special party. 
For an evening staff meeting of "important 
people"~ could be expected to come in per-
sonally to supervise the serving of coffee 
and cookies. 
After the dietary worker has charted the 
food distribution for a patient, could be 
expected to make changes without explanation 
to the dietary worker. 
Could be expected to do too many routine 
jobs such as picking up menus, tallying, 
etc. that could be turned over to other 
personnel. 
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